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ABSTRACT: The interfacial resistances of symmetrical lithium cells
containing Al-substituted Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) solid electrolytes are sensitive
to their microstructures and histories of exposure to air. Air exposure of
LLZO samples with large grain sizes (∼150 μm) results in dramatically
increased interfacial impedances in cells containing them, compared to those
with pristine large-grained samples. In contrast, a much smaller difference is
seen between cells with small-grained (∼20 μm) pristine and air-exposed
LLZO samples. A combination of soft X-ray absorption (sXAS) and Raman
spectroscopy, with probing depths ranging from nanometer to micrometer
scales, revealed that the small-grained LLZO pellets are more air-stable than
large-grained ones, forming far less surface Li2CO3 under both short- and
long-term exposure conditions. Surface sensitive X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) indicates that the better chemical stability of the small-
grained LLZO is related to differences in the distribution of Al and Li at sample surfaces. Density functional theory calculations
show that LLZO can react via two different pathways to form Li2CO3. The first, more rapid, pathway involves a reaction with
moisture in air to form LiOH, which subsequently absorbs CO2 to form Li2CO3. The second, slower, pathway involves direct
reaction with CO2 and is favored when surface lithium contents are lower, as with the small-grained samples. These observations
have important implications for the operation of solid-state lithium batteries containing LLZO because the results suggest that
the interfacial impedances of these devices is critically dependent upon specific characteristics of the solid electrolyte and how it is
prepared.
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■ INTRODUCTION

One of the advantages of all solid-state rechargeable lithium
batteries over conventional Li-ion configurations is the superior
safety due to reduced risk of electrolytic solution leakage and
the nonflammability of inorganic solid electrolytes. Moreover,
the use of highly efficient solid packaging achieved by novel
architectures both at the cell and stack levels results in less dead
space, translating to improved energy density.1 The critical
scientific challenge in the development of all solid-state
batteries centers on the solid electrolyte material, which must
have high ionic conductivity, good chemical stability, and

compatibility with electrode materials so that interfacial
resistances are low. The selection of solid electrolyte candidate
materials is quite limited by these stringent requirements. For
example, highly conductive Li1+xAlxTi2−x(PO4)3 (LATP),

2,3 and
Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS)4 are hindered by instability against
reduction by lithium metal,5,6 and chemically stable phases
such as LIPON7 and Li4SiO4−Li3PO4

8,9 are handicapped by
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low inherent ionic conductivity. In contrast, the highly
conductive cubic phase Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) emerges as a
suitable candidate due to its chemical stability with respect to
reduction versus lithium, and high ionic conductivity.10−12

However, high resistances at Li/LLZO interfaces currently
impede further development of this material, necessitating a
more detailed understanding of the origin of the resistive
interfaces.
One partially successful approach to decrease interfacial

resistance is to apply external pressures as high as 150 MPa to
improve the physical contacts between solid electrolyte and the
lithium metal electrode.13 However, such high pressure is not
practical as it may lead to mechanical failure, especially with
thin and brittle solid-state electrolytes. Another proposed
strategy is to develop an ionically conductive coating to
enhance the interfacial transport properties. This has met with
some success in other solid electrolyte systems14 but has not
been reported for garnet solid electrolytes because of the lack of
a candidate material that can integrate high ionic conductivity
with superior chemical stability. Recently, Cheng et al. showed
that the large resistance at Li/LLZO interfaces is not inherent
to the material but originates from a small amount of Li2CO3
that forms on LLZO surfaces because of exposure to ambient
air: a layer 10−100 nm thick can increase the interfacial
resistance by an order of magnitude.15 A polishing process in a
protected environment, for example, Ar, can effectively remove
the surface Li2CO3, which results in greatly improved interfacial
properties. However, polishing in a protected environment is
not practical or cost-effective for mass production. Thus, efforts
to lower the interfacial resistance should be directed toward
effective suppression of Li2CO3 formation upon brief air
exposures that may occur during processing.
Herein, we reveal the interrelationships between grain-size,

surface composition, surface−air stability, and interfacial
resistances of LLZO solid electrolytes. Specifically, we report
that the chemical tolerance of LLZO pellets toward exposure to
ambient air is intimately related to the microstructure because
of differences in grain and grain boundary chemistries. The
formation of surface Li2CO3 is much less for samples with small
grains compared to those with large grains, even after air
exposure, leading to decreased interfacial impedances in
symmetrical cells with lithium electrodes. This obviates the
need for polishing and simplifies the processing of LLZO
materials into forms appropriate for use in electrochemical
devices, bringing garnet solid electrolytes a step further toward
practical application in solid state batteries.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
LLZO pristine powders were prepared using a solid-state reaction as
reported in our previous work,16 using the following precursors:
Li2CO3 (CAS# 554-13-2 Aldrich >99.0%), Al2O3 (Alcoa), ZrO2
(CAS# 1314-23-4 Aldrich 99%), and La(OH)3 (CAS# 14507-19-8
Alfa 99.95% REO). The as-prepared fresh powder was ground and
then attrition milled at 450 rpm for 2 h with 2 mm diameter ZrO2
media in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The attrition-milled powder was
used as-is for the large-grained samples. Unmilled powder (10 wt %)
was mixed with 90 wt % attrition-milled powder to make small-grained
samples (see ref 17). Pellets were made by cold uniaxial pressing using
a 3/8 in. stainless die without binder. Dense large- and small-grained
LLZO pellets were both pressed and sintered at 1100 °C for 12 h,
following procedures reported in ref 17. Typical dimensions of the
pellets were around 1.1 mm thick and 7.8 mm in diameter. Pellets
designated P_LLZO_S and P_LLZO_L (see Table 1) were polished
using 400 and 600 grit number polishing paper in an Ar-filled Vacuum

Atmospheres Nexus II glovebox equipped with an inert gas purifier,
with O2 and moisture levels below 1 ppm. After the polishing
procedure, some of the pellets were transferred out of glovebox to
expose them to air for different periods of time. ICP-OES
measurements of P_LLZO_L and P_LLZO_S were carried out by
the Evans Analytical Group. Surface images of the LLZO pellets were
obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL-7500F
field emission microscope or a HITACHI TM-1000 tabletop
microscope, using secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode.

AC impedance measurements were obtained on the dense pellets
using a VMP3 multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat (Bio-Logic
Science Instruments) equipped with frequency response analyzers.
Soft metallic lithium was first spread on both sides of the dense pellet.
Afterward, the pellet was assembled in a Swagelok-type cell between
lithium foil disks on both sides. Physical contacts were maintained by
compression of the spring at controlled displacement in the Swagelok
cell with an estimated pressure of 200 kPa, derived from considering
the spring displacement and spring constant. Samples were assembled
in the same Swagelok cell with controlled displacement so that similar
pressures were used for each. Impedance data were collected at
frequencies from 1 MHz to 1 Hz. Several samples were examined by
impedance analysis and representative results are presented in this
paper.

O K-edge soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) experiments
were performed at undulator beamline 8.0.1 at the Advanced Light
Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The intense photon
beam from a spherical grating monochromator gives an energy
resolution better than 0.2 eV. Spectra were collected using both
surface-sensitive total electron yield (TEY) and bulk-sensitive total
fluorescence yield (TFY) at ambient temperature. All the spectra have
been normalized to the beam flux measured by the upstream gold
mesh.

Raman spectra of the pellets were recorded on a “Labram” Raman
confocal microscope system (ISA Groupe Horiba) in the confocal
backscattering configuration with a 488 nm Argon ion laser (Coherent
Inc. Innova 70), a plan olympus 10× magnification, a 0.25 numerical
aperture objective lense and a 22 focal length. The beam intensity was
adjusted to 0.1 mW for a beam diameter of 2 μm.

XPS studies of the polished LLZO pellets were performed using a
PHI 5400 XPS system equipped with an Al X-ray source (incident
photon energy of 1486.7 eV). XPS samples were sealed in a sample
transfer tool under Ar environment. The aperture size was set to 1.1
mm in diameter. The binding energy of the obtained XPS spectra was
calibrated with respect to the C 1s peak of adventitious carbon at 284.8
eV. XPS spectra were quantitatively analyzed by deconvoluting Voigt-
type line-shapes, preceded by subtracting Shirley-type background (for
Zr 3d spectra) and linear background (for Al 2p and Li 1s spectra).

■ COMPUTATIONAL SECTION
First-principles total energy calculations were carried out using density
functional theory and the projector augmented-wave (PAW) approach
as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP).18−20 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to approximate the
electronic change and correlation.21 The structures for the original
LLZO and Al-substituted LLZO were taken from the Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) (Collection codes 422259 and
185539).22,23 The Li and Al atoms were ordered in a supercell using
the Python Materials Genomics (pymatgen) code with experimental

Table 1. Sample Labeling and Processing Histories

sample label exposure grain size (μm) exposure time

P_LLZO_L pristine 150−200 n/a
E_LLZO_L24h exposed 150−200 24 h
E_LLZO_L6m exposed 150−200 6 months
P_LLZO_S pristine 20 n/a
E_LLZO_S24h exposed 20 24 h
E_LLZO_S6m exposed 20 6 months
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site occupancies reported from ICSD. All configurations were
enumerated so that 2 Li atoms and 1 O atom were removed from
the starting LLZO structure. The lowest electrostatic energy
configuration was chosen for the LLZO structure after reaction
(denoted as Li54La24Zr16O95). These structures were fully relaxed to
converge the final energy within 5 meV per formula unit. The plane
wave energy cutoff was 520 eV and the Brillouin-zone was sampled at
the Γ-point.
The total energies for Li2O, Li2CO3, and LiOH were taken from the

Materials Project (https://www.materialsproject.org/). These calcu-
lations were performed using a compatible set of parameters with the
calculations in the current study.21 The calculated formation enthalpies
for all compounds were referenced using a thermodynamic framework
that corrects the DFT errors in gases and aqueous states, allowing
extrapolation to room temperature from 0 K.24 We used the
experimental Gibbs free energies for the gas phase H2O and CO2 in
following thermodynamic calculations.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have previously reported details of the fabrication of small-
and large-grained dense Al-substituted LLZO pellets.17 Figure 1

shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
surface morphologies of as-sintered samples with different grain
sizes, as well as those aged for six months in an ambient air
environment. It is clear that the surfaces changed after the
extended period of air exposure. Both small- and large-grained
LLZO pellets show evidence of reaction layers, which obscured

the grain and grain boundary features, preventing clear imaging.
The phenomenon of surface morphology change is very similar
to what Jin and McGinn observed: a reaction layer forms on
garnet electrolyte after 1 week of air exposure.25

To evaluate the impact of air exposure on the interfacial
resistances, small- and large-grained LLZO pellets were both
carefully polished in an Ar atmosphere to minimize variations
in surface roughness. These samples are designated P_LLZO_S
and P_LLZO_L for small- and large-grained pellets,
respectively. Some of the polished pellets were transferred
out of the glovebox and stored in air for either 24 h or 6
months. These air-exposed small- and large-grained LLZO
pellets are designated E_LLZO_S24h, E_LLZO_L24h and
E_LLZO_S6m, E_LLZO_L6m (Table 1). The resistances of
LLZO/Li interfaces were determined by AC-impedance.
Measurements were carried out on symmetrical cells containing
pristine LLZO samples and those exposed to air for 24 h and 6
months, sandwiched between nonblocking lithium electrodes.
The Nyquist plots, equivalent circuits, and results of the fittings
are provided in Figure 2 and Table 2. A partial semicircle in the
high frequency range and a complete semicircle in the lower
frequency range were observed in Nyquist plots for both the
pristine samples and the air-exposed samples. The semicircles at
higher frequency ranges were attributed to total resistances of
pellets (Rpellet), and lower frequency ones to interfacial
resistances (Rinterface). The area specific interfacial resistances
(ASRs) were then determined using the low frequency
semicircles, following the procedures described in refs 9, 15,
and 17. The ASRs determined for cells containing the pristine
and air-exposed samples are also plotted in Figure 2c for
comparison. This shows that there was a nearly 1 order of
magnitude increase in the ASR, from 103 to 880 Ω cm2 for the
large-grained sample after 24 h of exposure to air. In contrast,
the increase for the small-grained sample was much slighter; 64
Ω cm2 measured for 24 h exposure sample E_LLZO_S24h
compared to 38 Ω cm2 for the unexposed pristine sample. The
impedance data for symmetrical cells containing 6-month
exposure samples of E_LLZO_L6m and E_LLZO_S6m are
provided in Figure S1. These Nyquist plots are similar to those
previously reported for cells containing exposed samples,23,26

and show a considerable increase in the total impedance
compared to the pristine samples and those exposed to air for
24 h. Nevertheless, small-grained E_LLZO_S6m is markedly
less resistive than E_LLZO_L6m. These data suggest that the

Figure 1. Top view SEM images of (a) as-sintered large-grained
LLZO, (b) large-grained LLZO after 6 month exposure to ambient air,
(c) as-sintered small-grained LLZO, and (d) small-grained LLZO after
6 months exposure to ambient air.

Figure 2. Nyquist plots of impedance data of Li/LLZO/Li cells containing: (a) P_LLZO_L and E_LLZO_L24h and (b) P_LLZO_S and
E_LLZO_S24h. (c) Area specific interfacial resistances (ASRs) of pristine LLZO samples and those exposed to air for 24 h.
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small-grained LLZO samples are more air-stable than the large-
grained ones. We speculated that less Li2CO3 is formed on the
small-grained sample than the large-grained one during
comparable periods of air exposure, since Li2CO3 on the
LLZO surface is closely linked with a rise in interfacial
resistance.15

To investigate details of the Li2CO3 formation and how
microstructure affects it, several techniques were used to probe
various sample depths. To qualitatively estimate the Li2CO3
content formed on both E_LLZO_S24h and E_LLZO_L24h
surfaces after a short period of air exposure, soft X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (sXAS) was employed. The spot size
of the X-ray is approximately 1.5 mm for these experiments. In
surface sensitive total electron yield mode (TEY), approx-
imately a 10 nm depth near the surface is measured for this
experimental setup and sample type, whereas in total
fluorescence yield mode (TFY) ≈ 100 nm is probed. Figure
3 shows the normalized O K-edge spectra of the unexposed

LLZO reference (P_LLZO_L, pristine LLZO), Li2CO3
reference, E_LLZO_L24h (large grained sample after 24 h
air exposure), and E_LLZO_S24h (small grained sample after
24 h air exposure), collected in both TEY and TFY modes. The
Li2CO3 reference has a major absorption peak at 534 eV, which
is assigned to the O 1s to π* (CO) transition.27 The leading
edge of the LLZO reference is located at a lower energy of 533
eV. In the surface sensitive TEY mode, the E_LLZO_L24h
spectrum resembles that of the Li2CO3 reference, suggesting
that the sample was completely covered by Li2CO3 to a depth
of several nanometers. The spectrum of the E_LLZO_S24h
sample is slightly different: although a strong peak due to
Li2CO3 is also observed, the broad shoulder peak at 533 eV is
still evident, indicating less complete coverage of the surface
with Li2CO3 than in the case of the large-grained sample. The
TFY mode, which probes more deeply, was also used to

compare the samples. Both show clear absorption features of
LLZO and Li2CO3 at 533 and 534 eV respectively, suggesting
that the coverage of Li2CO3 is less than 100 nm deep in both
cases. A very intense LLZO peak is observed in the spectrum of
the exposed E_LLZO_S24h sample, which also has a relatively
weak Li2CO3 feature, while in the spectrum of E_LLZO_L24h,
the two peaks have similar intensities. Extra details can be
extracted from the peak deconvolution in the expanded region
of the TFY O K-edge spectra, shown in Figure 1c. The Li2CO3
to LLZO peak area ratio in the spectrum of E-LLZO_S24h is
0.96, while that for the LLZO_LG spectrum is 1.33, a higher
value. Thus, the TFY O K-edge spectra confirm that the
E_LLZO_S24h (small grained sample after 24 h air exposure)
surface is covered with less Li2CO3 than the E_LLZO_L24h
(large grained sample after 24 h air exposure) one. This, in
turn, suggested lower air reactivity for the small-grained sample
compared to the large-grained one, in good agreement with
impedance data.
In the case of the samples exposed to air for six months,

sXAS experiments are not likely to be informative, as the
thickness of the Li2CO3 layer may exceed the maximum
probing depth. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS)15,16 experiments have previously shown that the
Li2CO3 layer is ∼1 μm deep on LLZO pellet surfaces after
several months exposure time. Raman spectroscopy, on the
other hand, is particularly suitable for probing these species at
this length scale. In Raman spectroscopy, the peak intensity
related to different species can be used for comparative
analysis.28 Figure 4 shows typical Raman spectra of the

E_LLZO_S6m (small grained sample after 6 month air
exposure) and E_LLZO_L6m (large grained sample after 6
month air exposure) pellets and a Li2CO3 reference.29 The
LLZO spectra are in agreement with the literature and previous
reports,30 with the strongest peak at 640 cm−1 assigned to
vibrational stretching modes of ZrO6 octahedral units and the
peak at ∼1100 cm−1 assigned to Li2CO3.

30−32 To correct for
crystal orientation effects, as well as heterogeneities in coverage,

Table 2. Results from EIS Fitting of Li/LLZO/Li Symmetrical Cells

sample Rpellet (Ω) Qpellet (10
−12 F) Rinterface (Ω) Qinterface (10

−6 F) χ2 interfacial resistance (Ω cm2)

P_LLZO_S 1635 65.15 164 0.16 1.674 × 10−3 38
E_LLZO_S24h 2174 83.80 278 0.13 2.238 × 10−3 64
P_LLZO_L 1495 141.30 446 1.9 0.519 × 10−3 103
E_LLZO_L24h 1114 111.60 3835 0.85 7.623 × 10−3 880

Figure 3. (a and b) Normalized O K-edge XAS spectra of P_LLZO_L
reference (bottom), air-exposed E_LLZO_S24h (second from
bottom), E_LLZO_L24h (second from top), and Li2CO3 reference
(top) collected in TEY and TFY modes. (c) Expanded region of the O
K-edge spectra of E_LLZO_L24h and E_LLZO_S24h samples with
fitted LLZO and Li2CO3 peaks.

Figure 4. Typical Raman spectra of E_LLZO_S6m (bottom),
E_LLZO_L6m (middle), and Li2CO3 reference (top). LLZO Spectra
were normalized to the peak at 640 cm−1.
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Raman spectra were collected at 15 different locations on each
sample and normalized to the LLZO peak at 640 cm−1. The
averaged relative peak area ratios of Li2CO3 to LLZO are
presented in Table S1. A 9.3% ± 2.4% peak intensity ratio was
determined for E_LLZO_L6m (large-grained sample exposed
to air for six months) and a value about two times lower (4.9%
± 1.2%) for E_LLZO_S6m (small-grained sample exposed to
air for six months), clearly confirming that less Li2CO3 is
formed on the E_LLZO_S6m surface compared to the
E_LLZO_L6m surface after 6 months of air exposure.
Evidence from the sXAS and Raman spectroscopy experi-

ments together confirmed that the amount of Li2CO3 formed
during air exposure differs depending on the grain size of the
LLZO samples. This suggests that there may be differences in
the surface chemistries of the two types of samples, presuming
that the formation of Li2CO3 can only be initiated on clean
dense LLZO surfaces when a carbon source (CO2) is present
and in contact. We used surface-sensitive XPS to study the
surface compositions of pristine P_LLZO_L and P_LLZO_S
samples to obtain more information. The X-ray beam size for
these experiments is about 1.1 × 1.1 mm in area, similar to the
beam footprint of sXAS. The probing depth of the XPS is
estimated to be 2−3 nm considering the electron inelastic
mean-free path in inorganic materials.33 The Zr 3d, Li 1s, and
Al 2p XPS spectra of the pristine samples are provided in
Figure 5 (intensities normalized to Zr 3d). No Al signal was

identified in P_LLZO_L but is clearly discernible in
P_LLZO_S in spite of the low Al concentration and the fact
that the bulk compositions of these pellets are nearly identical
(see Table S2). In the crystal structure, Al ions substitute at Li
sites, each one replacing three Li+ ions for charge neutrality in
the Al-substituted cubic phase LLZO. NMR and computational
studies indicate that Al is located both at 24d and 96h sites, but
the 24d site is energetically preferred.11,34 The Li 1s, Al 2p, and
Zr 3d XPS peak areas were compared and tabulated in Table
S3, confirming that the P_LLZO_S has a lower Li/Zr ratio and
higher Al/Zr ratio compared to P_LLZO_L. The semi-
quantitative comparisons of the Li 1s spectra also show that
the surface of P_LLZO_L contains more Li than that of

P_LLZO_S. These results may be explained by differences in
the sintering behaviors between the large-grained and small-
grained samples. In P_LLZO_L, a liquid sintering mechanism
appears to be actively involved, resulting in Al rich “pockets”
that segregate from the lattice and accumulate between grains
inside the pellets.16,35 This phenomenon has been observed by
several groups, including ours, and is processing-condition
dependent.36−38 The segregates deplete the Al in the lattice
resulting in diminished Al intensity in the XPS experiments,
because the Al-rich pockets are buried within the pellet and
inaccessible to XPS. EDS analysis (Figure S2) also shows much
greater Al compositional variation for the large-grained sample
compared to the small-grained one, although the overall Al/Zr
ratio was lower on average for the former. The small-grained
LLZO appears to sinter by a different mechanism, which limits
grain growth and does not leads to as much Al enrichment at
grain boundaries.17 Higher Al and lower Li contents at sample
surfaces result in less Li2CO3 formation upon air exposure, as
well as lower interfacial resistances. This insight agrees well
with experimental observations made by Buschmann et al.39

that cells containing garnet Li5.756Al0.29La3Zr1.625Ta0.375O12 have
lower interfacial resistances compared to either Li6La3ZrTaO12
or Li6.16Al0.28La3Zr2O12, both of which have higher lithium and
lower Al contents.
To elucidate why the surface chemical composition of the

garnet structure is critical for determining tolerance against
formation of Li2CO3 during air exposure, first-principles
calculations based on density functional theory were performed
to evaluate the thermodynamic tendency of LLZO to form
Li2CO3 with possible reactants present in air. We considered
the following chemical reactions of Al-substituted and Al-free
LLZO.

+ =

+

Li La Zr O (s) H O (g) Li La Zr O (s)

2LiOH (s)
56 24 16 96 2 54 24 16 95

(1)

+ =

+

Li La Zr O (s) CO (g) Li La Zr O (s)

Li CO
56 24 16 96 2 54 24 16 95

2 3 (2)

+

= +

Li Al La Zr O (s) H O (g)

Li Al La Zr O (s) 2LiOH
50 2 24 16 96 2

48 2 24 16 95 (3)

+

= +

gLi Al La Zr O (s) CO ( )

Li Al La Zr O (s) Li CO
50 2 24 16 96 2

48 2 24 16 95 2 3 (4)

The formation of LiOH or Li2CO3 from these reactions is
accompanied by the loss of Li in LLZO and presumably
compensated by concurrent O loss to balance the charge,
resulting in Li54La24Zr16O95.

15 In fact, Jin et al. reported that
garnet reacts with water to form LiOH25 and Wang et al.
observed a reaction with dry CO2.

40 The Gibbs free energies of
all related chemical species are tabulated in Table S4 and for
reactions 1−4 in Table 3. Comparison of the reaction Gibbs
free energies indicates that for both Al-free and Al-substituted
LLZO, the reactions 2 and 4 with gas phase CO2 are
energetically favorable, consistent with the experimental
observations of Li2CO3 on the surfaces of both samples of
Al-substituted LLZO in this study. However, the thermody-
namic tendencies for the reactions with gas phase H2O (1 and
3) are very different. The reaction of unsubstituted LLZO with
moisture is possible with a Gibbs free energy of −0.53 eV. In

Figure 5. (a) Zr 3d, (b) Li 1s, aand (c) Al 2p XPS spectra of
P_LLZO_L (top) and P_LLZO_S (bottom).
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contrast, the reaction of Al substituted LLZO with moisture
reaction 3 is not energetically favored because it has a positive
Gibbs energy of 0.42 eV. LiOH is known to be a good CO2
absorber,41 so that Li2CO3 is subsequently formed after the
reaction with moisture occurs. The formation of Li2CO3 via
direct reaction with CO2 eqs 1 and 2 is likely to be kinetically
slower than formation of LiOH by reaction 3, as it involves one
more lithium than LiOH. The fact that LiOH is not predicted
to form readily when Al-substituted LLZO is exposed to moist
air limits production of Li2CO3 to the slower route of direct
reaction with CO2 in air. The substitution of Al for Li sites
limits Li ion motion,42 disrupting Li pathways through 24d−
48g−24d sites, resulting in lower reactivity. This is further
supported by the observation that Al-free cubic LLZO has
better conductivity than Al-substituted counterparts.37

■ CONCLUSIONS
X-ray absorption and Raman spectroscopy with different
probing depths were used to determine the extent of Li2CO3
formation on LLZO pellets having different microstructures
after air exposure. Small-grained samples formed less Li2CO3
on surfaces after both short and long-term ambient air
exposures, compared to large-grained samples. The extent of
formation of Li2CO3 on LLZO pellet surfaces correlates well
with area specific resistances measured by impedance experi-
ments on symmetrical cells with lithium electrodes containing
the solid electrolyte samples; a much more dramatic rise in
impedance after exposure to air for 24 h is seen for the large-
grained samples than for the small-grained ones. The
differences in behavior are attributed to variations in the bulk
compositions due to dissimilar sintering mechanisms for the
two types of samples. In large-grained samples, Al segregates at
grain boundaries resulting in depletion from the bulk, while Al
is retained in the grains of the small-grained samples. DFT
calculations indicate that Al-substituted LLZO is less likely to
react with water present in air to form LiOH, with subsequent
conversion to Li2CO3 upon reaction with CO2, than its
unsubstituted analog. Although both materials can also react
directly with CO2 in air, this route for formation of Li2CO3 is
expected to be much slower than that involving water. These
results indicate that variations in microstructures lead to
differing surface compositions and are critical for improved air
stability and low interfacial resistances in devices containing
these electrolytes.
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